Modern defenders of the ancient historians have responded to the sceptical challenge in different ways. One approach is to refuse to allow the significance or even the presence of formulaic patterns or numbers. Thus it is certainly true that the number 2,000 occurs frequently in Herodotus and Thucydides for a field force of hoplites; Fehling treats such multiples of 10 and 20 as 'typical numbers', and tells us (230) that such powers of ten 'convey the arbitrary character expected in organizations created by powerful autocrats '. 3 But the decimal basis for military activity is hardly arbitrary if we think of Kleisthenes of Athens (not an autocrat) and his tribal reforms with their undoubted military aspect; and the turn-out of 2,000 is surely intrinsically plausible for a field force and is anyway not confined to non-Greek armies in Herodotus, and is applied frequently to Greek i.e. non-autocratic armies in Thucydides. In any case, a respectable statistician would insist that the number of occurrences of 2,000 has to be weighed against the number of occurrences of different totals for similar groups. This is an obvious point not always remembered.
Another way is to apply external controls. Pritchett's entire book is an exercise in this method. The range of controls which can be applied to an author as rich as Herodotus is very extensive. Thus Pritchett's chapter on the Scythians, which is a sustained attack on François Hartog, draws on archaeological and ethnographical data as well as on ancient and modern literary testimony. Actually Hartog was aware of the relevance of the sort of archaeological material assembled by, for instance, Rostovtzeff, though he thought that there were mis-matches between the archaeology and Herodotus' text. The same technique can be used for Xenophon, at least in the Anabasis. For the austere Thucydides and for Polybius, the range of controls is smaller because they contain less ethnography and anthropology. This is where epigraphic and particularly onomastic evidence comes in, a category of evidence almost wholly ignored in arguments of the kind I have been discussing above.
It is surprising to me that personal names should have so little interested the great commentators on Herodotus and Thucydides. There were indeed honourable exceptions like Wilamowitz, but his studies of the name-rich chapters of Thucydides (4. 119 and 5. 19) , the 'signatories' to the treaties of 423 and 421, were simply ignored by Gomme, whose authority was such that subsequent commentators and scholars ignored them also. To some extent this general neglect of onomastic evidence by historiographers was because until the Lexicon of Greek Personal Names (LGPN) there was no properly scientific way of establishing whether a particular name was common everywhere, or rare anywhere, or common but only in a specific region. It is the last possibility, obviously, which interests or ought to interest the student of the Greek historians. Why? Because, surely, if it can be shown that Herodotus or Thucydides or Xenophon 4 or Hieronymus of Cardia or Polybius or Appian uses a name for, say, a Thessalian from Pharsalus which epigraphy (by which I mean of course LGPN) allows us to say is common in Thessaly and especially common at Pharsalus, then the presumption must be that the ancient historian in question did his research and wrote the name down and in a word got it right. That is, we have an important and sophisticated, but deplorably under-utilized, control on the accuracy and authenticity of a historiographical text. I shall raise in a moment, and try to answer, possible objections to this claim.
Let me start with Herodotus and two spectacular and fairly recent epigraphic finds which bear on his control of detail. They are both attestations in suitable epigraphic contexts of personal names which also occur in Herodotus, both as it happens from book 4, though in very different sections. The first is Sostratos of Aigina (4. 152), the second is Skyles, the unfortunate bilingual half-Scythian (4. 78). First Sostratos-in 1970 a stone anchor 5 was found at Tarquinii in Etruria bearing a dedication to Apollo by Sostratos of Aegina, a name known from Herodotus as that of an exceptionally wealthy trader, who may of course be related rather than identical to the man now attested in Etruria. LGPN IIIB will show the name to be well established in Thessaly -but it is not rare anywhere. 5 For the anchor see LSAG posit a prosopographic link of some sort which, though strictly indeterminate, may be enough for the social and economic historian as opposed to the biographer or political historian for whom strict identity is crucial. Since the publication of LGPN IIIA, which contains the Peloponnese broadly defined so as to include Aigina, we can see that Sostratos is not a rare name generally; from Aigina itself, however, there are just three instances, the other two (i.e. the ones apart from our man) both from the Roman period, perhaps examples of historical names, in this case names given for their Herodotean associations. 8 Oswyn Murray showed in a classic paper in 1972 how popular an author Herodotus was in the post-classical period.
9 This is thus an example where LGPN forbids us to construct arguments based on the rareness of the name; we must be content to register the exotic context in which the inscription was found, confirming Herodotus' picture of Sostratos as a spectacular entrepreneur. I leave out of account the so-called SO-amphorae or wine jars, ingeniously connected to SO-stratos by Alan Johnston, though these trade marks may be relevant.
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The other name is Skyles, whose mother was Greek and whose father was Scythian, and who tried to lead a double life in Olbia as a culture-Greek but was detected and came to a miserable end after he went too far and actually got himself initiated into Bacchic, that is, Dionysiac worship. From the tie-up with the Thracian families of Teres and Sitalkes we can date Skyles to about 460 BC. His sad story, which resembles the nearby story of Anacharsis (4. 76-7) with a neat, perhaps over-neat symmetry, has been seen by Hartog as a kind of sermon on the need to respect cultural frontiers. The whole Skyles episode, then, is for Hartog an elegant literary construct and part of an imaginary Scythia, 11 a nomadic culture which is the mirror-image of the autochthonous Athenians. Hartog's word 'imaginary' seems to be what has enraged Pritchett, 12 though Hartog surely means not that Herodotus made it all up but that his work was an intellectual construct (what Pat Easterling has called a 'mental map' 13 ) in that he structured and selected his material according to principles of balance and reciprocity (Greeks/others; Scythians/Athenians) and so forth. Hartog's accusations about mis-matches do, however, imply that Herodotus was willing to sacrifice accuracy to elegance, and strictly it is only on this fairly limited terrain that controls of the Pritchett sort become relevant. The gold ring I am about to mention is not intended to align me with the positivist Pritchett against Hartog, who is less interested in the relationship between Herodotus' text and the world than in the inner relationships inside Herodotus' text. (That is, Pritchett has not refuted Hartog; they are simply doing different kinds of thing.) But it is of some interest to know that Skyles probably existed and was as historical as the Thracian kings with whom Herodotus connects him, just as ten years ago it was satisfying to find the names of younger relatives of precisely those royal Thracian kings inscribed in Greek on the gold and silver plate from Rogozen in Bulgaria-I refer to Sadokos and Kersebleptes, long known to us from the pages of Thucydides and Demosthenes. 14 I return to Skyles himself. Many years ago, a gold ring was found south of Istria, though it was properly published only in 1981. It has the name Skyles in the genitive (ΣΚΥΛΕΩ) engraved round its bevel, 15 and it also has on it in Greek what looks like an order to one Argotas, a Scythian name, presumably a subordinate of Skyles. How far we take the ring as proof that Herodotus knew what he was talking about depends on how common the name was in that part of the world. Elaine Matthews, after checking unpublished LGPN files, kindly tells me that it is exceedingly rare anywhere, rather surprisingly as it is, I suppose, a 'Tiername' and related to the ordinary Greek word for a dog; there are certainly none in published LGPN volumes, in contrast to Sostratos. However, as Laurent Dubois observes in his edition of the Greek dialect inscriptions of Olbia, the name Skyles occurs in Greek on bronze coins of Nikonia not far away (c. 450).
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Sostratos and Skyles are relatively big names, but as always with social history it is the smaller names which are as, or more, revealing-for instance, the name Alazeir, which Herodotus (4. 164) gives as the name of the fatherin-law of Arkesilaos III of Cyrene. The name is local, possibly Berber, and presumably means a bull, for that is the only way of making sense of the Delphic oracle given to Arkesilaos about the killing of a bull. Now the name Αλα´δδειρ son of Battos occurs in a grave-inscription of the first century BC from Cyrene, and from Barke-Ptolemais we have the name Αλα´ττειρ on a coin. 17 There is no doubt on this evidence that Herodotus' information about North African nomenclature was first-rate.
Thucydides is more sparing with personal names than Herodotus; there are 473 named persons in Thucydides as compared to 940 in Herodotus, almost exactly half the Herodotean total over a roughly comparable length of text. Moreover, there are some heavy and unbalancing concentrations in particular chapters of Thucydides. There are thirty-six, for example, in 5. 19 alone (repeated in 5. 23)-the names of those who swore to the two treaties of 421 BC. Other differences also exist between Herodotus and Thucydides in their attitude to names; I have pointed out elsewhere 18 that Thucydides, unlike Homer, Herodotus, the tragedians, Pindar, and Plato, does not play games with names. Thus in Homer, the names Achilles and Odysseus are charged with meaning: 'grief to the army' and 'charged with odium' respectively, or so we are told; and Gregory Nagy has observed that sons are often given names which express paternal qualities, thus Telemachos Eurysakes and Astyanax. 19 These are not quite name-games, but the renaming of Alkyone as Kleopatra in the Iliad (9. 555-62) is close to being such a game: it has often been noticed that Kleo-patra is Patro-klos back to front. 20 Herodotus also likes punning with names, like the Aiginetan Krios, the 'ram', or Leon the handsome 'lion' from Troezen who 'may have reaped the fruits of his name' when he was sacrificed by the Persians, or Hegesistratos of Samos, whose name means 'leader of the army'-when the Spartan king Leotychidas asks this man his name, he replies 'host-leader', and Leotychidas says 'I accept the omen'. 21 The kind of thing Leotychidas was doing with Hegesistratos is related to the type of divination known as 'kledonomancy', by which chance utterances are treated as portents of the future. 22 If Thucydides avoids this sort of thing it may partly be due to his different attitude to religion: nomen omen was not a congenial equation to a man of his secular outlook. Thucydides does, however, show an interest in place-names, like the identity of Pylos and Koryphasion, or the etymology of the names for Sicily early in book 6. 23 As for personal names, he goes polemically out of his way to deny the identity of the historical Thracian name Teres and the mythical Thracian name Tereus, 24 and in book 8 he makes a sophisticated point about the Spartan Endios. He there says (8. 6) that Alcibiades was a family friend, a πατρικ y ξ νοy of Endios; indeed (Thucydides continues) this was how the Spartan name of Alcibiades had come into his, Alcibiades', family, for Alcibiades was the name of Endios' father. This is fascinating stuff, obviously too fascinating to be written by Thucydides (!), and Classen therefore bracketed it all. Steup and Andrewes, however, rightly declined to follow him. 25 It is hard to parallel this remark of Thucydides in any other ancient author, showing what an acute social historian he was when he bothered to play the role. His remark is good because it more or less explicitly recognizes two features of Greek naming: (1) exchange of names between different cities for reasons of xenia, friendship, 26 and (2) the alternation of names between grandparent and grandchild. 27 This second phenomenenon is, so my anthropologist friends tell me, common in traditional central African societies, the idea being that you should not name the child of your loins after yourself but should nevertheless assert (with an omega in the first syllable) in an Athenian inscription 33 which Christian Habicht has recognized as a list of Thessalians, and there is a Strophakos with an omicron at precisely Pharsalos. 34 It is a little more surprising to discover that Nikonides, which sounds a common sort of formation, is actually very rare, at least outside Thessaly, where it is pretty common. Lastly there is Torumbas, emended by Olivier Masson from the manuscripts' Torylaos, an item missed by Alberti in his excellent new text of Thucydides, where he prints Torylaos without comment. 35 Masson's Torumbas is daring but attractive in view of the Torymbas attested in an inscription from Thessaly. 36 There is an obvious problem of circularity here, though -Thucydides' accuracy can be affirmed on the strength of Strophakos, but hardly on the strength of Torumbas because that is an emendation from something else. We have no way of telling whether Thucydides wrote the name down wrong or whether Torylaos is a scribal corruption. (In this connection I note that badly corrupt names in Quintus Curtius Rufus are a special problem, into which, however, I cannot enter here, for reasons of space.)
These things are, however, matters of degree and it would be a very austere principle to refuse to allow that a personal name has corroborative value if it differs slightly from an epigraphically attested form. There is a good example in Arrian, who early in book 3 of the Anabasis describes an episode of the history of the island of Chios and names a man called Phesinos as one of three ringleaders of an anti-Macedonian rising. 37 Now it has long been noticed (Pomtow, 38 Berve, 39 the honorand of the present volume, Peter Fraser, 40 and George Forrest, who pointed it out to me in an epigraphy class twenty-five years ago) that Phesinos is a characteristically Chian name. In LGPN I, which includes the Aegean islands, there are twenty-six men called Phesinos, all from Chios; most of them are attested on inscriptions or coins, and there is a clear early hellenistic example, Oineus son of Phesinos, in a Chian decree found at Delphi. 41 In the other two volumes of LGPN there is just one, from Sicily and dating from the second to third centuries AD. It is only a slight catch that what the best manuscripts of Arrian actually have is 'φισινον'; it is surely legitimate to emend this and still maintain that the name is a tribute to the truthfulness of Arrian or his sources. Incidentally, it would be wrong to emend the orthography of personal names in literary texts so as to make them conform with local epigraphically attested forms. Mausolus in Demosthenes' speech On the Freedom of the Rhodians should remain Μα σωλο and not be 'emended' to Μα σσωλλο merely because that is how he appears on the inscriptions of Carian Labraunda. Similarly, we should respect the different attitudes of the historians to dialect forms. For Herodotus, Lichas becomes Liches, and King Leonidas becomes Leonides, whereas Thucydides keeps the Doric forms Lichas, Archidamos, and Sthenelaidas, not Liches, Archidemos, and Sthenelaides, and the Aeolic forms Pagondas and Skirphondas, rather than Pagonides and Skirphonides. This Thucydidean preference, perhaps part of a more ecumenical attitude, may be relevant to his willingness to retain dialect forms in the two treaties (5. 77 and 79) between Argos and Sparta (though he stops short of putting speeches into dialect!). Thucydides has Leotychides at 1. 89, as Peter Rhodes points out to me, but this is surely under the influence of Herodotus, who featured this man prominently. At 5. 52 the manuscripts have Hegesippidas, but this is usually emended to Hag-in view of the Doric spelling of this name at 5. 56.
So far I have been speaking about ways in which LGPN confirms a historian's authenticity because the name is demonstrably rare, or can be shown to be generally rare but common in the region the historian is writing about. But of course LGPN can settle arguments in a negative way, or rather it can weaken arguments for identity, by showing that a historically interesting name was onomastically common. Let us take another Thucydidean example, a topical one in view of a recent epigraphic debate which puts in question the traditional dates of fifth-century Athenian inscriptions. I refer to the claim by Mortimer Chambers, based on new techniques of laser enhancement, that the Athenian alliance with the Sicilian city of Egesta (ML 37) dates not from 457 but from 418 BC, the archonship of Antiphon not Habron. 42 This dating (or the slightly earlier date of 421/0, archonship of Aristion) had always been advocated by Harold Mattingly and his followers. 43 One subsidiary argument concerns the name of the proposer of the amendment to the decree, Euphemos. This, as it happens, is also the name of the Athenian speaker at the Camarina debate reported by Thucydides in his Sicilian book 6 (6. 81), and scholars of the Mattingly school 44 have long toyed with the attractive possibility that Thucydides' Euphemos and the proposer of the Egesta amendment are one and the same, that is, this Euphemus is a western expert. But LGPN II has forty-three Athenian Euphemoi, over a dozen of whom come from the classical period, while other LGPN volumes attest many Euphemoi elsewhere in the Greek world. So we must be cautious 45 before saluting Euphemos as a twice-attested western expert. If he were in Homer, by the way, we should be told his name 'auspicious speaker' was significant (we may recall the Euphamos, the Doric equivalent of Euphemos, in Pindar, Pythian, 4).
We can be glad that Herodotus, Thucydides, and Arrian preserved all the personal names they did; but why did they do so? In the cases of Herodotus and Thucydides the mention of a personal name is, I think, one way in which the authors in question guarantee the reliability of the information given, and this may be true even where the person named is not explicitly named as a source. A well-known instance in Herodotus is the story of the Persian/Theban banquet before the battle of Plataea; the story is explicitly attributed by Herodotus (9. 16) to Thersandros of Orchomenos, a most unusual example of a named source-attribution in the Histories. I suspect that Thucydides' Thessalians perform something of the same function of authenticating the surrounding narrative, although Thucydides, more suo, does not cite them as sources. The view usually taken by Gomme is that such small circumstantial details were merely evidence that Thucydides had not worked up his material, and that the names would have disappeared in the final version. This does not work, though, for Brasidas' Thessalian friends because they come in the pre-Delion narrative and it is only after Delion, about chapter 100, that the case for incompleteness becomes at all plausible (though in my view not really plausible even then). If we look at the distribution of names and patronymics between cities, a similar conclusion emerges. Ronald Stroud has recently studied the names and patronymics of Corinthians in Thucydides and points out that there are exceptionally many of them; he suggests that Thucydides spent his exile in Corinth, was specially well informed about Corinth, and drew heavily on Corinthian informants. 46 I have reservations about some of this, especially the location of the exile, 47 but Stroud is surely right that the density of Corinthian names and patronymics is one clue to the identity of Thucydides' oral informants for affairs in Greece and of course Sicily, especially anything involving Syracuse, the daughter city of Corinth.
As for Arrian, it is a small tribute to him that he transcribed the name Phesinos correctly from one of his two main sources, presumably Ptolemy; more credit goes to Ptolemy himself for getting the name right. Perhaps the most spectacular crop of names in Arrian is not in his Anabasis at all but in the Indike. I refer to the list of trierarchs assembled in 326 BC on the banks of the river Hydaspes (Indike, 18). Arrian's source, probably Nearchus, gives names, patronymics, and places of origin or fief-holding. It is from this list that we learn that Eumenes of Cardia's patronymic was Hieronymos; this precious statement of filiation is the basis for the usual assumption that another Hieronymos, the great historian Hieronymos of Cardia, was a close relation of Eumenes who figures so prominently in Hieronymos' narrative of the early Successors. 48 The list of trierarchs includes a Macedonian, Demonikos son of Athenaios, whose name meant nothing to us until 1984 when Paul Roesch published a Theban proxeny decree from the 360s honouring one Athenaios son of Demonikos, surely the father of the trierarch in the Indike. 49 Roesch ingeniously suggested 50 that this was a naval family: the father perhaps provided ship-building timber for Epaminondas' naval programme and the son was a trierarch. However that may be, the inscription provides a check on the accuracy of the names recorded by Arrian in the Indike, and surely permits us to suppose that an accurate list does indeed underlie it. Belief in the connection between Eumenes and Hieronymos is thereby strengthened.
All 56 and now Hammond and Gunderson have returned to something like the Tarn position. 57 The name at any rate is perfectly plausible, for among the trierarchs on the Hydaspes (see again Arrian, Indike, 18) is a solitary Persian called Bagoas son of Pharnouches. As always with such arguments, however, one can say either that the trierarch strengthens the idea that the eunuch was authentic, or that the trierarch shows that the inventor of the eunuch knew how to construct a plausible character. Thus, at one extreme, Robin Lane Fox actually goes so far as to identify trierarch and eunuch, and adds the further conjecture that Bagoas' father, Pharnouches, was a well-attested hellenized Lycian who features in Arrian's Anabasis book 4 (3. 7; 5. 2 ff.), where he is given a military command which he bungles badly. 58 At the other extreme we have Berve, who absolutely rejected the identification of trierarch and eunuch, and who pointed to stereotypical eunuchs called Bagoas in Pliny the Elder and Ovid. 59 The problem of the plausible onomastic fiction is found in less exotic contexts than Bagoas' sexual encounter with Alexander. There is a serious discrepancy between Polybius and Appian on the causes of Rome's first Illyrian war; Appian has an appeal by the Adriatic island city of Issa to which Rome was honourably responding. 60 Peter Derow pointed out twenty-five years ago 61 that Appian's name for one of the Issian ambassadors, Kleemporos, is attested in an Issian inscription of the first century BC, and we can add that since 1973 there have been further epigraphic occurrences of this rare name in suitably Illyrian contexts. 62 This looks like corroboration of Appian, but not everyone is convinced. W. V. Harris wrote in 1979, 'Derow interestingly shows that Appian gave the authentic name (Kleemporos) of an Issian ambassador, but his conclusion that Appian's over-all account is to be preferred does not follow. ' 63 I am not sure if Harris' position is that the ambassador was indeed called Kleemporos but that nothing follows from this, or whether he means the whole tale is false including the authentic but plausible name Kleemporos. The English 'authentic' can express both truth and deceitful verisimilitude.
Do names then not help us at all in deciding whether a historian was truthful or a liar? Things are, I suggest, not as bad as that. It is a question of motive. It is possible for the sceptic to see reasons why an ancient Greek historian might have invented Nikolaos or Bagoas, or even Kleemporos: desire to balance a speech by Gylippos, desire to blacken Alexander's reputation by alleging discreditable drunken sexual activity, desire to present Roman motives for Adriatic involvement in a favourable light. The only conceivable motive for Thucydides inventing Strophakos the authentic-sounding Thessalian would be to provide novelistic colour or to convince us of his own accuracy. Are we to suppose he (so to speak) rang up some literary crony in Larisa and said, 'Look, I'm writing this novel about a war between Athens and Sparta set in the recent past, pure fiction of course but I want it to look as realistic as possible so I need a few convincing-sounding Thessalian names for the narrative I'm just getting to. Can you have a look at the local phone book and let me have half a dozen names?' These motives are not at all plausible for Thucydides. On the contrary, the precision with which epigraphy confirms the accuracy of his personal names is to my mind one of the most striking though least recognized confirmations of his general accuracy.
